OBJECTIONS TO PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT at 47-49 Glendale
Avenue, PL11/022394

Proposed Development is inappropriate for Precinct B
The proposed development is more suited to a Precinct A zoned location and
not Precinct B.
Key objections:
1. Development is 3 floors in height along Glendale Avenue
2. Height of development is 10 metres
3. The development is 4 levels with the carpark above ground at the rear
of the property which is excessive for Precinct B and intrudes on
privacy for neighbouring properties.
4. This development fails to respect the existing amenity of surrounding
homes and does not reflect the particular characteristics, aspirations
and cultural identity of the community, nor does it enhance the
liveability, diversity, amenity and safety of the public realm. It is out of
character with the remainder of the housing in the street. This would be
the first multi apartment high density complex in Glendale Avenue with
extreme density.
5. The height of the proposed building is not in line with the surrounding
houses in the street. Housing in Glendale Avenue is a maximum of two
storey dwellings.
6. This will place a taller, larger building that not only stands out and
detracts away from everything else, but will be an eyesore at the end of
our beautiful street. We object to a three storey building within
Glendale Avenue. A two storey building would be more suited to not
only the street, but also the area. From council meeting notes from a
meeting dated 26 October 2010, it is noted that within point 3.18
Design and Development Overlay Schedule 8 (DD08,) that there is a
policy of three storey buildings in sub-precinct A need to be stepped
down at the perimeter of sub-precinct A to present an appropriate and
attractive interface to sub-precinct B. This development does not meet
this requirement and furthermore presents a three storey apartment
style complex within sub-precinct B. This is the reverse of this
guideline/policy and we object to the height of this proposal based on
these grounds. “To ensure that the scale, height and form of three storey
‘apartment style’ developments are sufficiently stepped down at the
perimeter of sub-precinct A to present an appropriate and attractive
interface to sub-precinct B, or other adjoining precinct, as identified in Map
1 to this Schedule.” Also, in the draft Manningham Draft Residential
Strategy document sourced from the Manningham Council Website,
http://www.manningham.vic.gov.au/maccwr/_assets/main/lib90261/resi
dential%20strategy%20insert_lr_spreads.pdf it shows this property in a
substantial property area, (colour coded purple) which notes multi-unit
development up to two storeys. Not 3 storeys plus above ground
carpark.

7. Furthermore, the minimum lot size for sub-precinct A is 1800 m2. This
proposal does not fall under sub-precinct A, but also at 1444.36m2 is
well under this minimum. We object to the development remaining as
three storeys given the proposed building does not meet the council’s
own guidelines,
8. The site density is inappropriate for the location and precinct.
9. The site is smaller than 1800 sqm as indicated in the DD08 Planning
Description communicated in Manningham matters for developments of
this type.
10. There is major oversight onto the property at 45 Glendale Avenue with
several windows along the North boundary below the 1.8 m
requirement.
11. Proposed development contains only 1 on site car park for visitors.
12. Balcony on apartment 3 does not meet the 4 metre offset
13. Setback on Foote street boundary is insufficient. Due to traffic
congestion many cars drive up onto the footpath to turn left from Foote
Street into Williamsons road . Refer to Figure 4 attached.
14. Many cars have crashed into the rear fence of 49 Glendale Avenue.
This is a dangerous intersection and this level of density represents
additional danger to the inhabitants , particularly along the boundary
along Williamsons road.

Request:
1. Development is rejected as it stands and restricted to 2 floors in height
including car park and no more than 9 metres in height along the
Glendale avenue street as outlined in clause 21.05
2. Development capacity is capped back to no more than 4 townhouses.
3. Minimum on site car parking is 2 per apartment/townhouse
4. Reduce oversight on North boundary by increasing boundary offset by
additional 2 metres
5. On site visitor parking is minimum of 6 car parking spots
6. Setbacks are increased along all boundaries, particularly Foote Street
by 2 metres and Glendale Avenue

Traffic Flows in Glendale Avenue
The proposed development will have a dramatic impact upon traffic flows in
Glendale Avenue.
There are multiple issues:
1. The recent intersection changes at Williamson Road and Foote Street
including a dedicated bus lane and the changed light sequence has led
to major traffic congestion in Foote street heading east during peak
periods. It is now common to have traffic queues up to 500 metres all
the way from the intersection past the sports centre. The residents of
Glendale avenue are unable to turn out of Glendale avenue into Foote
street during peak periods and it is also impossible to get across Foote
street to make a right hand turn into Williamsons road heading towards
Shoppingtown. The proposed development will lead to major increase
of congestion and the majority of the apartment complex traffic will
actually drive around and through Glendale Ave instead of using the
street exit directly in front of them.
2. Glendale Avenue has a large number of families with young children
who regularly walk in the street and play with their friends. There are at
least 15 families in Glendale Ave with 2 or more young children who
regularly play outdoors and visit each other. The residents are highly
concerned about the increased danger of the additional traffic flows.

Request:
1. Reduce the size of the development dramatically to reduce impact
upon street traffic.
2. Traffic Engineers examine the intersection during peak periods,
particularly afternoons from 4pm to 7 pm and observe the difficulties in
entering and exiting Glendale avenue at the proposed development.
3. Car park access to the proposed development is moved to Foote
Street or Williamsons Rd. and Vic Roads is also involved in examining
this development and the associated traffic issues.

Car Parking on Site & Street Car Parking
There will be a dramatic impact upon street car parking within the area and
particularly in Glendale Avenue. The length of the street in front of the
proposed development through to the turn in Glendale avenue in front of 24
Glendale avenue is approximately 120 metres. There are currently 9
driveways in this section with room for approximately no more than 10 cars
currently in this section of the street.
Refer to Figure 3. This is during a quiet period and shows the typical car
parking in this section of the street.
Residents in 24a, 24b, 26, 41, 43 and 45 Glendale Avenue already have great
difficulty reversing their cars into the street to exit their driveways.
Residents in Foote Street are already parking in Glendale Avenue as it is
dangerous to park on Foote due to gradient and major traffic flows.
Non-residents are also parking in the street and catching the bus to the city
and Shoppingtown clogging up the street.
During major events eg Templestowe Village Festival, Events at the nearby
Art Centre (weekly) or Residents with functions we have no street parking
available in Glendale Avenue.
An additional impact of the street parking is the difficulty of turning into
Glendale Avenue from Foote Street. Typically there are cars parked on both
sides and a resident turning out into Foote Street leads to a ‘squeeze’ when
entering Glendale avenue. This makes it very difficult to enter the street. With
the proposed development this will be further exacerbated.
Request:
1. Reduce the number of apartments by at least 50 % to reduce impact
upon street parking.
2. Mandate minimum of 2 car parking spaces underground per apartment
given the current parking conditions.
3. Mandate a minimum of 6 visitor car parks on site to reduce impact
upon street parking for visitors.
4. Impose car parking permit system in Glendale Avenue that limits the
number of cars parked in the street per resident.
5. Restrict the amount of time for non car permit holders allowed to park
in the street to no more than 2 hours.

Services Connections
The proposed development contains no information at all on proposed
location of all services. I am highly concerned about the location and
accessibility of the services and their visual impact.
The apartment complex on the corner of Foote Street and Anderson Street is
a comparable example of a high density development located nearby with
services located poorly with no screening and major impact upon visual
amenity. Access to the gas and emergency water is dangerous with no
screening.
Refer to figures 5,6,7,8
Request:
1. No services are visible from Glendale Avenue and all located internal
to main complex.
2. Plan clearly specifies where the services are located, their size and any
impacts upon visual amenity and all residents updated with this
information.

Waste Management
No information was provided on a proposed waste management plan. Our
understanding is that up to 5 + 5 bins (or more) could be used for this
development and could remain on the footpath or nature strip for long periods
of time. This is a major concern by residents not only for visual amenity but for
health management and pest control.
On numerous occasions for similar developments in the City of Manningham I
have observed:
-

Bins turned upside down
Bins overflowing with rubbish spilling onto Anderson Street
Bins rolling from nature strip onto Anderson Street
Bins left outside for several days
Bins located on the footpath obstructing pedestrian access

As evidence I provide the attached photographs of the apartment complex
located on the corner of Foote Street and Anderson Street Templestowe
located only 200 metres from the proposed development clearly indicating:
-

a major eyesore on the main frontage (refer Figure 2 below)
broken and mis managed bins (refer Figure 1 below)
overflowing bins (complex is not even 50 % occupied)

The other associated item is the enormous difficulty the waste management
contractor will have to collect the bins. The street is narrow and with the
typical number of parked cars will be very difficult to access the bins. See
Figure 3 below which shows typical current car parking at the moment. This
photo was taken at 7 pm on Wed 25th January 2012 (a quiet time)
Request:
1. Formal waste management plan for complex is prepared detailing
number of bins to be used, size of bins, method of collection and
proposed waste management service.
2. Condition for bins to be kept inside complex until collected by waste
management contractor. Not to be left outside on the footpath in
Glendale Avenue at any time. Bins to be removed out of site within
complex upon emptying
3. A dedicated storage location is mandated within the complex (out of
site) for bin storage.
4. A private waste management contractor is mandated to collect waste
and follow the conditions specified, and bin management is not left up
to the residents.
5. Bin collection to be mandated on Williamsons Street and not Glendale
Avenue.

Figure 1. Upside down bin location at front of Apartments located on corner
Foote St and Anderson St Templestowe – Wed 25th Jan 2012

Figure 2. Bin location at front of Apartments located on corner Foote St and
Anderson St Templestowe – Wed 25th Jan 2012

Figure 3. Cars located in front of proposed development at 47-49 Glendale
Avenue during a quiet period – 7.30 pm Wed 25th Jan 2012. There is minimal
room for large waste management truck to pickup and maneuver for waste
management.

Figure 4. Foote Street Boundary of 47-49 Glendale Avenue. Wed 25th Jan
2012. Note the major traffic marks on the nature strip due to the high volume
of traffic turning left mounting the footpath and congestion.

Figure 5. Electrical services connection at front of Apartments located on
corner Foote St and Anderson St Templestowe – Wed 25th Jan 2012.
Approximately 6 x 6 feet. An eyesore along Anderson Street. No screening.

Figure 6. Electrical services connection at front of Apartments located on
corner Foote St and Anderson St Templestowe – Wide Photo. Wed 25th Jan
2012. An eyesore.

Figure 7. Emergency Water services connection at front of Apartments
located on corner Foote St and Anderson St Templestowe – Wed 25th Jan
2012. A major eyesore and dangerous – easily accessible from footpath, and
no screening.

Figure 8. Gas services connection at front of Apartments located on corner
Foote St and Anderson St Templestowe – Wed 25th Jan 2012. An eyesore –
no screening

Communication of notice for planning permit
The current notice was not widely distributed and was advertised during the
quietist period of the year – we believe deliberately. Many residents are on
holiday during this period and unable to provide sufficient time to review and
invest the time to investigate the development.
Many affected residents in Glendale Avenue did not receive any notices at all.
The entire length of Glendale Avenue residents are affected by this
development.
It was only due to our efforts and organizing a rapid meeting with the Planning
Department that we were able to obtain more detailed information on the
proposed development. We require more time to assess this development
and obtain further expertise.
Many of the affected residents are not aware of the development.
Request:
1. An extension is imposed on the planning permit advertisement for
another 3 weeks to provide sufficient time for residents to comment,
investigate complex planning matters and prepare a submission.
2. Submissions made after the current expiry date are accepted for up to
3 more weeks to allow further comments
3. A wider distribution of notices is made extending to at least 200 metre
radial distance and all residents of Glendale Avenue.

